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A still more serious innovation is the practice of
authorizing officials by statute to decide disputes
between their departments and private citizens. Thus,
if the Ministry of Health decides that a house which
you own is unfit for habitation and must be remodelled
or demolished, your arguments against this decision
are liable to be heard, not in a court of law, but by
an inspector of the ministry concerned. If the final
decision goes against you and you continue recalcitrant,
the courts may be required to issue a writ of Mandamus
to compel you to obey the order of the ministry: what
the courts may not do is to investigate your case them-
selves. Even if the decision were palpably absurd, the
ministry could protect itself by revising to publish the
reasons on which the decision was based: the courts
would therefore lack material to go on, and nothing
could be done.
The late Lord He wart, who dubbed this policy of the
departments "the new despotism," summed up their
hypothetical programme as follows:
Get legislation passed in skeleton form; fill up the gaps
with their own rules, orders, and regulations; make it
difficult or impossible for Parliament to check the said
rules, orders, and regulations; secure for them the force
of statute; make their own decision final; arrange that the
fact of their decision shall be conclusive proof of its
legality; take power to modify the provisions of statutes;
and prevent and avoid any sort of appeal to a Court of
Law.1
The programme is a formidable one and the danger
real, but in conclusion there is this much to be said
upon the other side. The motive at work is not pre-
dominantly that of the despot. British officials, in
1 The New Despotism, p. 21.

